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Abstract

Background—For decades, economists and sociologists have documented intergenerational 

transmission of socioeconomic disadvantage, demonstrating that economic, political, and social 

factors contribute to ‘inherited hardship’. Drawing on biological factors, the ‘Developmental 

Origins of Adult Health and Disease model posits that fetal exposure to maternal prenatal distress 

associated with socioeconomic disadvantage compromises offspring’s neurodevelopment, 

affecting short and long-term physical and mental health, and thereby psychosocial standing and 

resources. Increasing evidence suggests that mother-to-child influence does occur prenatally, in 

part via maternal and offspring atypical HPA axis regulation, with negative effects on the 
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maturation of prefrontal and subcortical neural circuits in the offspring. However, even this in 
utero timeframe may be insufficient to understand biological aspects of the transmission of factors 

contributing to disadvantage across generations.

Methods—We review animal studies and emerging human research indicating that parents’ 

childhood experiences may transfer epigenetic marks that could impact the development of their 

offspring independently of and in interaction with their offspring’s perinatal and early childhood 

direct exposures to stress stemming from socioeconomic disadvantage and adversity.

Results—Animal models point to epigenetic mechanisms by which traits that could contribute to 

disadvantage may be transmitted across generations. However epigenetic pathways of parental 

childhood experiences influencing child outcomes in the next generation is only beginning to be 

studied in humans. With a focus on translational research, we point to design features and 

methodological considerations for human cohort studies to be able to test the intergenerational 

transmission hypothesis, and we illustrate this with existing longitudinal studies.

Conclusions—Epigenetic intergenerational transmission, if at play in human populations, could 

have policy implications in terms of reducing the continuation of disadvantage across generations. 

Further research is needed to address this gap in the understanding of the perpetuation of 

compromised lives across generations.
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I. Introduction

Studies over the past several decades have shown that poverty tends to be reproduced across 

generations (Rodgers, 1995). A number of theories have been proposed over time to explain 

the intergenerational transmission of socioeconomic disadvantage, generally reflecting the 

prevailing political-cultural attitudes and state of scientific knowledge of the times. Tackling 

intergenerational transmission requires a greater knowledge of the mechanisms, including 

biological, behavioral, and psychological, in the context of socio-economic factors and 

access to resources, to know when and how to intervene most effectively. In this review we 

describe a new hypothesized factor in this intergenerational transmission process: 

epigenetics— molecular processes that change the expression of genes independent of 

changing DNA sequence. Epigenetic marks have been observed in genes thought to impact 

stress response (de Rooij et al., 2012, Edelman et al., 2012), emotion regulation (Puglia et 

al., 2015), disease susceptibility (Dong et al., 2017), and mental disorders (Melas et al., 

2013, Dammann et al., 2011, Na et al., 2014, Wang et al., 2017a), all factors that can lead to 

compromised life courses. While more research is needed to clarify the role of epigenetics in 

phenotypic expression in these areas, epigenetic intergenerational transmission could 

potentially be a biological component of the reproduction of poverty across generations.1

1To note, we use the terms “socioeconomic disadvantage,” “disadvantage,” “poverty,” and “adversity” interchangeably throughout this 
review, as they reflect highly overlapping and interrelated concepts.
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Culture was the dominant explanation for the perpetuation of disadvantage across 

generations during the 1980s and 1990s. Coined in 1961 by the American anthropologist 

Oscar Lewis in his ethnographic work with Mexican-American communities, the term 

“culture of poverty” attempted to explain the cyclical quality of poverty by suggesting that 

parental attitudes and behaviors are transmitted to their children, perpetuating a cycle of 

poverty (Lewis, 1971). This theory has been highly contentious, perhaps because early 

scholarship tended to suggest that the culture of poverty would not shift even if socio-

political factors did, e.g., access to better schools, and it was up to individuals to change 

their attitudes and behaviors to lift themselves out of poverty (Small, 2010). This hypothesis 

began to be challenged around the turn of the 21st century with more emphasis being placed 

on structural factors constraining the agency of poor individuals (Ludwig and Mayer, 2006). 

This new focus emphasized a need to ameliorate the effects of parents’ limited financial 

resources such as access to health care, good nutrition, and quality schools, and it was 

supported by research showing that incidence, depth, duration and timing of poverty, as well 

as the neighborhood where a child was raised, all influence a child’s educational attainment, 

a proxy for socioeconomic status and income (Ferguson et al., 2007). Research also showed 

that household and neighborhood poverty are related to stress (Schulz et al., 2012), and the 

cumulative effect of stressors such as housing or food insecurity, child abuse or neglect, 

parental substance abuse, and violence—factors associated with poverty (Evans and English, 

2002)— can induce a toxic stress response in young children, which can lead to long-term 

changes in brain structure and function in infancy and early childhood (Shonkoff et al., 

2012, Shonkoff et al., 2009, McEwen et al., 2015). Neighborhood poverty also was shown to 

be correlated with poor nutrition and obesity (Morland et al., 2006), which combined with 

risk factors such as community violence and interpersonal and environmental trauma 

prevalent in areas of poverty, contribute to chronic physical and mental health problems 

across the life course (Curry et al., 2008, Leventhal and Brooks-Gunn, 2000, Seligman et al., 

2010, Chung et al., 2016). The structural perspective also emphasizes that the lack of access 

to adequate health care, particularly preventative health care, can exacerbate these problems. 

Furthermore, smoking and drug use, and lack of physical exercise worsen health problems, 

creating a negative feedback cycle of poor health and economic problems that confounds 

behaviors, “culture,” and structural factors. In addition, chronic stress associated with social 

disadvantage can compromise parents’ ability to provide sensitive caregiving and to 

stimulate early cognitive and language development (Finegood et al., 2017, Gershoff et al., 

2007, Repetti et al., 2002)(Snow, 2006)(Conger, Conger, & Martin, 2010).

In the early 2000’s, biology began to play a more central role in theories on the 

intergenerational transmission of disadvantage with a focus on low birth weight as a 

predictor of disease across generations. Specific biological mechanisms were not clearly 

defined early on, though, and as such, scientists weren’t certain why low birth weight was 

perpetuated across generations in contexts of poverty and was a predictor of future disease 

risk, making intervention strategies speculative (Conley and Bennett, 2000, Evans et al., 

1994). ‘Fetal Programming’, or the ‘Developmental Origins of Health and Disease 

(DOHaD) model, demonstrated that fetal exposure to a variety of maternal life experiences 

(e.g., poor nutrition, pollutants, stress) could alter offspring’s neurodevelopment, with 

implications for future health and well-being (Barker, 1990, Barker and Martyn, 1992, 
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Barker, 1995). As biological research advanced further over the next two decades, 

transmission pathways began to come into focus. Strong evidence now shows that mother-

to-child influence indeed occurs prenatally, in part via maternal and offspring atypical 

hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis regulation, with effects on the maturation of 

prefrontal and subcortical neural circuits (Popoli et al., 2012, Hunter et al., 2012). 

Importantly, this model also suggests that developmental risk can be curtailed by 

intervention during sensitive periods (Leshem and Schulkin, 2012, McCreary et al., 2016a).

However, even this in utero timeframe may be inadequate to understand biological 

components of the transmission of factors related to disadvantage across generations. Recent 

animal work and some human studies now suggest epigenetics as a biological pathway by 

which parents’ childhood experiences may affect the development of their offspring 

independently of and in interaction with their offspring’s prenatal and early childhood 

exposures to adverse experiences. Yet this pathway—parental childhood experiences 

influencing epigenetics in the next generation—is only beginning to be studied in humans.

In this review, we describe recent research on the epigenetic intergenerational transmission 

of disadvantage, discussing in detail exemplar studies that both support and challenge this 

model. First, we define the intergenerational epigenetic transmission hypothesis and briefly 

describe the potential role of epigenetics in the transmission of disadvantage across 

generations. Next, we highlight recent animal research on epigenetic transmission in the 

paternal and maternal germline and point to critiques and limitations with the current state of 

knowledge on epigenetics and intergenerational transmission in animal models and in 

humans. We concentrate the review on early life stress and epigenetic changes related to 

HPA axis functioning, though other factors such as diet should also be included in a model 

of epigenetic intergenerational transmission of disadvantage. With a focus on translational 

research, we then highlight research priorities for further testing this hypothesis and point to 

current longitudinal cohort studies that seek to address gaps in the understanding of the 

perpetuation of disadvantage across generations. Finally, we discuss the need for additional 

research in humans within the context of socio-economic and other contextual factors, to 

ultimately lead toward implications for interventions and public policy to interrupt the cycle 

of inherited disadvantage.

II. Reviving Lamarck: Epigenetics and Intergenerational Transmission

Fetal programming and DOHaD shifted the equation on intergenerational transmission of 

adversity from the side of “nurture” more toward the side of “nature”, while re-defining the 

biological aspect by demonstrating that poor genes do not cause poverty but rather adversity 

gets “under the skin” to affect growth and development, curtailing individuals’ productive 

potential. The “Nature” in “Nature versus Nurture,” however, continues to unfold in 

complexity. Most research on DOHaD and Fetal Programming view conception or the 

period shortly before conception as the starting point from which adversity can affect the 

biology of a new life. But advances in epigenetic research point to an expanded timeframe 

for intergenerational impact. The term “epigenetics,” coined over a half a century ago 

(Waddington, 1959), has been used in a broad sense to refer to the long-term or stable 

regulation of gene expression and function induced by environmental factors without a 
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change in DNA sequence (Wang et al., 2017b). There is considerable interest in the 

possibility that phenotypic traits, disease susceptibility, and even behaviors that are acquired 

through environmental interactions in one generation can be transmitted through epigenetic 

processes to future generations, however empirical evidence remains inconclusive and 

particularly scarce in human populations. (Yehuda, 2011, Dietz et al., 2011, Daxinger and 

Whitelaw, 2012, Siklenka et al., 2015, Szyf, 2015, Champagne, 2010, Klengel et al., 2015, 

van Otterdijk and Michels, 2016). If epigenetic inheritance through generations indeed takes 

place in humans, then environmental risk factors prevalent in contexts of adversity may 

epigenetically impact not only the individual and the individual’s children but also their 

children’s children.

The terms Intergenerational (or cross-generational), multigenerational, and transgenerational 
currently are used to describe epigenetic transmission across generations, though the use of 

these terms varies slightly across studies. In a recent review, Wang et al (Wang et al., 2017b) 

defined these three terms as follows: Using parents’ childhood as the first exposure, 

Intergenerational or cross-generational describes transmission across one generation, such as 

the impact of childhood trauma on the child’s germline and thus future children (Carone et 

al., 2010, Heard and Martienssen, 2014, Szyf, 2015). The children (future parents) would be 

the initial generation (F0) and their affected offspring would be the F1 generation. 

Multigenerational effects are then those that originate in the F0 generation and persist from 

the F1 generation to their children, the F2 generation (Dias & Ressler, 2014), and 

transgenerational effects are those that persist in more than three generations (F3 or beyond) 

(Anway et al., 2005; Greer et al., 2011; Rechavi et al., 2011). We use the term 

“intergenerational” broadly in this review to describe transmission across two or more 

generations. We depict the three different variants— “cross-generational,” 

“multigenerational,” and “transgenerational” in Figure 1 with parents’ childhood as the first 

exposure.

Given the potential implications for developmental research as well as society, epigenetic 

intergenerational transmission warrants continued human research. Assimilating findings 

from a strong and growing body of animal research can lead to efficient translational studies 

in human populations. Such studies can move toward understanding if and how epigenetic 

intergenerational transmission occurs in human populations and how epigenetics affect 

factors associated with disadvantage, including stress response and emotion regulation, 

cognitive development, disease susceptibility, and mental disorders.

Preconception Stress and Epigenetic Transmission

The epigenetic intergenerational transmission hypothesis states that environmental insults 

before conception, even early in childhood, (called preconception stress) can cause 

epigenetic changes to gamete (egg or sperm) cells that can manifest in the offspring on the 

behavioral and neuroendocrine level, and even at the level of neuronal differentiation and 

synaptic development (Bock et al., 2016, Zaidan et al., 2013). The results of a number of 

studies in animals lend support to this theory (Bock et al., 2016, Yao et al., 2014, Harker et 

al., 2015, Rompala et al., 2016, Zaidan and Gaisler-Salomon, 2015, Pisu et al., 2013, Modir 

et al., 2014). Yet studies suggesting intergenerational transmission in rodent models have 
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garnered intense attention, including some that is strongly skeptical. Critics claim that most 

studies on epigenetic intergenerational transmission have not demonstrated causation, and 

doubt remains regarding the genetic mechanisms of this transmission (Callaway, 2013, 

Bestor et al., 2015).

Much animal research on epigenetic intergenerational transmission centers on males, in part 

because male rodents do not engage in rearing, precluding a behavioral explanation for the 

resulting transmission of traits. A growing body of evidence in animal models suggests that 

epigenetic changes in both the maternal and paternal germlines induced by environmental 

stress can be passed to subsequent generations (Bock et al., 2016, Yao et al., 2014, Harker et 

al., 2015, Rompala et al., 2016, Zaidan and Gaisler-Salomon, 2015, Pisu et al., 2013, Modir 

et al., 2014). It is important to note that many of the epigenetic changes that have been 

shown in animal models are sex-specific. The potential mechanisms mediating such sex-

specific intergenerational effects have not yet been thoroughly investigated and remain 

largely unknown. It has been suggested that chromosomal differences between the sexes, 

including both sex steroid-dependent and sex steroid-independent effects, as well as 

differences in epigenetic plasticity during gamete maturation, might potentially contribute to 

the observed sex-specific epigenetic inheritance (Champagne, 2013). Moreover, differential 

epigenetic processes in the placenta related to the X-linked genes involved in placenta 

development and early unequal gene expression by the sex chromosomes between males and 

females, might exert an early impact (Gabory et al., 2013). The different epigenetic effects in 

the paternal and maternal germlines may also result from differences in the epigenetic 

reprogramming process between the male and female germlines and from differences 

between the maternal and paternal genomes post fertilization (Kobayashi et al., 2013, 

Champagne, 2013, Saavedra-Rodríguez and Feig, 2013), although each of these hypotheses 

require further experimental evidence (Wang et al., 2017b).

Focus on Mechanisms of Epigenetic Intergenerational Transmission

Critiques of epigenetic intergenerational transmission point out that observations of 

transmission across generations of phenotypes or disease risk could be caused by 

intrauterine exposures, mutations in DNA repair mechanisms, shared environment, and the 

re-production in subsequent generations of the environment/behaviors that influenced gene 

expression in the first generation (van Otterdijk and Michels, 2016). Buss et al note that 

epigenetic inheritance (i.e. transmission of epigenetic marks) is often confused with de novo 

production of stable epigenetic alterations in the offspring (Buss et al., 2017). While not 

technically intergenerational epigenetic inheritance, such prenatal de novo epigenetic 

changes in offspring of parents who experienced early life adversity could constitute an 

epigenetic mechanism by which the effects of adversity might be propagated in the 

subsequent generation if the epigenetic re-programming in utero is dependent on biological 

factors in the mother caused by early life adversity. We will return to this possible 

mechanism in the section on evidence of intergenerational transmission in humans.

Given these critiques on the evidence of intergenerational epigenetic inheritance on animal 

studies, recent research has focused on elucidating the specific mechanisms of transmission. 

DNA methylation is an often-cited candidate for transmissible epigenetic modification, 
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given that it is stable, known to be heritable through cell division, and is retained during 

sperm maturation, when other epigenetic marks are largely removed (Hur et al., 2017). 

However, the biological significance of DNA methylation can be difficult to interpret, as 

changes are often small and widespread throughout the genome and affect a variety of genes 

(Soubry, 2015, Carone et al., 2010). Evidence also suggests that DNA methylation is driven 

by stable genetics and intrauterine exposure rather than intergenerational epigenetic 

inheritance (van Otterdijk and Michels, 2016, Gertz et al., 2011). Given that most functional 

genomic elements are extensively demethylated after fertilization (Wang et al. 2014), there 

remain significant challenges to support the idea that inherited DNA methylation patterns 

are responsible for the transmission of programming from parent to child (Hur et al., 2017).

The modification of core histones at their amino-terminal tails by acetylation, 

phosphorylation, methylation and ubiquitylation has a fundamental role in determining gene 

activity (Jenuwein and Allis, 2001, Zhang and Reinberg, 2001, Strahl and Allis, 2000). 

However, whether and how these epigenetic marks could be replicated during embryonic 

development to affect the offspring had not been demonstrated until very recently (Wang et 

al., 2017b). Teperek et al showed for the first time that histone modifications in sperm do 

change gene expression in embryos and are required for healthy offspring development 

(Teperek et al., 2016). They compared the development of frog embryos by experimentally 

removing epigenetic marks at fertilization in one group and found that removing these 

epigenetic changes led to abnormal gene expression in the embryo, followed by less efficient 

development to the swimming tadpole stage. (Thomson, 2016, Teperek et al., 2016). 

Ciabrelli et al likewise showed that in Drosophila fruit flies, epigenetic alterations in histone 

H3 Lys27 are transmitted to future generations, expressing as red eye color phenotype 

(Ciabrelli et al., 2017), and Klosin et al showed that histone modifications cuased by 

environmental conditions (temperature change) persisted for 14 generations of nematode 

worms and were inherited through both eggs and sperm (Klosin et al., 2017). However, 

studies in other vertebrate and mammal systems are still lacking, and the potential 

involvement of heritable chromatin alterations in epigenetic programming in mammals 

remains an open question.

Another prominent theory for epigenetic intergenerational inheritance involves the actions of 

small non-coding RNA (snRNA), functional RNA moledules that are transcribed from DNA 

but are not translated into proteins. (Hur et al., 2017, Franklin et al., 2010, Szyf, 2013, Gapp 

et al., 2014). Only around 2% of genomic transcripts are translated into protein (Peschansky 

and Wahlestedt, 2014), and the remaining transcripts — which do not code for protein — 

were first regarded as “junk”. But mounting evidence demonstrates that these snRNA 

molecules can indeed be functional and play a role in epigenetic transmission (Peschansky 

and Wahlestedt, 2014). Rogers et al found that offspring of male mice exposed to six weeks 

of chronic stress prior to breeding, either throughout puberty or in adulthood, displayed 

significantly reduced HPA axis stress responsivity, regardless of the time period of paternal 

stress (Rodgers et al., 2013). Gene set enrichment analyses of stress-regulating brain regions 

revealed global pattern changes in transcription suggestive of epigenetic reprogramming and 

consistent with altered offspring stress responsivity, including increased expression of 

glucocorticoid-responsive genes in the paraventricular nuclei (Rodgers et al., 2013). An 

increase in nine micro RNAs (miRNAs), which are one type of snRNA, was identified in the 
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sperm of stressed sires and associated with reduced HPA stress axis reactivity in offspring 

(Rodgers et al., 2013), and in a subsequent study these miRNAs in mouse sperm were 

micro-injected into a single-cell zygote, which was then implanted into surrogate dams, 

reared normally, and examined for HPA stress axis sensitivity in adulthood (Rodgers et al., 

2015). Notably, these animals demonstrated a remarkable reproduction of the stress-induced 

dysregulation phenotype previously seen in offspring, indicating a clear mechanistic role for 

sperm miRNAs in the transmission of paternal lifetime experience (Rodgers et al., 2015). 

Gapp et al also found that traumatic stress in early life altered male mouse miRNA 

expression in sperm and behavioral and metabolic responses in the progeny: reduced 

avoidance and fear, depressive-like behaviors, insulin hypersensitivity and hypermetabolism 

(Gapp et al., 2014). Injection of sperm RNAs from traumatized male rodents into fertilized 

wild-type oocytes reproduced the behavioral and metabolic alterations in the resulting 

offspring (Gapp et al., 2014).

One way that information from snRNAs could potentially be transmitted to the sperm cells 

is through extracellular vesicles— tiny lipid-enclosed vesicles in all body fluids (Eaton et al., 

2015). Again, once considered inert substances, they are hypothesized to function as 

intercellular messengers; if this is the case, extracellular vesicles might be able to transmit 

information from parental body cells affected by stressors (including stressed brain cells), 

directly to the germ cells, altering DNA expression in those cells that will become a fetus 

(Eaton et al., 2015). Advances in research on extracellular vesicles have been supported by 

the findings that these vesicles can deliver proteins to sperm and RNAs (Koch et al., 2015, 

Sharma et al., 2016) and by the discovery of extracellular mobile RNAs that can be found 

outside extracellular vesicles (Sarkies and Miska, 2014).

No robust evidence exists for how epigenetic changes in germ cells can escape the 

reprogramming that occurs after fertilization and as the embryo and fetus is developing; as 

indicated, these are major challenges to the epigenetic transmission hypothesis. Additionally, 

most studies investigating epigenetic intergenerational transmission are based on animal 

models, leaving it unclear whether intergenerational epigenetic inheritance exists in humans 

(van Otterdijk and Michels, 2016). Differences in the epigenome between humans and mice 

do not permit direct inference to humans (Casas and Vavouri, 2014, Chavez et al., 2014), and 

in addition to biological differences, animal studies cannot replicate complex social and 

community structure. Human cohort studies are therefore needed to assess whether 

epigenetic effects may be at play in cycles of human social and economic disadvantage. To 

date there is no clear evidence of intergenerational epigenetic inheritance in humans (van 

Otterdijk and Michels, 2016).

III. Intergenerational Epigenetic Transmission in Humans

Though no strong evidence yet exists for epigenetic intergenerational transmission in 

humans, several observational studies suggest that epigenetic changes in mothers and fathers 

who experienced adversity long before pregnancy could be passed on or otherwise 

reproduced in future generations. A cross-sectional study of holocaust survivors and their 

(adult) children found that holocaust exposure had an effect on Cytosine methylation within 

the gene encoding for FK506 binding protein 5, an important regulator of glucocorticoid 
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receptor sensitivity (Yehuda et al., 2016). This cross-sectional study in two generations was 

not able to differentiate between epigenetic inheritance and social transmission, although the 

study did control for offspring trauma exposure and psychopathology, as well as other socio-

demographic factors. Given the small sample size (n=22 adult offspring of holocaust 

survivors), the results should also be interpreted with caution. The same body of work 

examining offspring of holocaust survivors found that offspring with both maternal and 

paternal PTSD showed lower methylation in a glucocorticoid receptor promoter, which was 

associated with greater cortisol suppression (Yehuda et al., 2014). In the absence of maternal 

PTSD, offspring with paternal PTSD showed higher methylation in this same location, 

suggesting different mechanisms for intergenerational transmission by sex (Yehuda et al., 

2014). These results have not yet been replicated in the published literature.

A study of children and grandchildren of individuals who survived the Dutch famine of 

1944–45 investigated the methylation of 15 loci implicated in growth and metabolic disease 

in individuals who were and were not exposed prenatally to the famine and found persistent 

changes in DNA methylation in those with prenatal famine exposure (Tobi et al., 2009). 

Several of these changes depended on the sex of the exposed children (higher methylation in 

men for IGF2R and lower in men for LEP, IL10, and APOC1) and the gestational timing of 

the exposure (lower methylation ain at the GNASAS locus was observed for those exposed 

to the famine late in gestation rather then in the periconception period). A study of Rwandan 

genocide survivors also found epigenetic modifications of the glucocorticoid receptor 

NR3C1 gene in women exposed to genocide during pregnancy as well as in their children 

exposed in utero (Perroud et al., 2014).

While the inheritance of epigenetic marks as a mechanism for the intergenerational 

transmission of disadvantage remains equivocal in humans, increasing evidence in humans 

suggests that an in utero timeframe is too narrow, and mothers’ own childhood experiences 

are likely to have a lasting biological effect on their offspring. Recent studies examining the 

impact of early childhood trauma or adverse experiences on pregnancy and birth outcomes 

have found that maternal early life trauma moderated the impact of pregnancy stressors and 

even had a more pronounced effect than the stressors measured during pregnancy. For 

example, in a pregnancy cohort in Michigan, abuse in childhood (measured using 

retrospective report during pregnancy) significantly increased the odds of pre-term delivery 

whereas pregnancy stressors did not (Margerison-Zilko et al., 2016). In this study of over 

2,500 pregnant women (80% white, 60% with 12+ years of education), abuse/witnessing 

violence, loss, economic stress, and substance use were measured for three stages in the life 

course— childhood (via retrospective recall), adulthood (retrospective recall), and in the first 

six months of pregnancy. Among all women, abuse in childhood increased odds of late pre-

term delivery (Margerison-Zilko et al., 2016). In another study, trauma history magnified the 

effects of maternal prenatal affective symptoms on birthweight, and this moderating effect 

was limited to those who first experienced a trauma prior to 18 years of age (Blackmore et 

al., 2016). This study was carried out in a hospital serving a predominantly low-income 

inner-city population, and nearly 40% of the sample reported experiencing at least one 

traumatic event. The interaction of trauma exposure and anxiety during pregnancy 

significantly strengthened the model predicting low birthweight (Blackmore et al., 2016). 

Examining outcomes such as birthweight and in utero growth, rather than infant, early 
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childhood, or adult outcomes, helps to isolate the effects of mother’s pre-conception and 

early life trauma on child and infant development. However, such studies cannot rule out the 

possibility that prior trauma affects a mother’s health practices in pregnancy, unless such 

prenatal health practices are well controlled for in the studies.

Early life stress in the mother appears to alter the placental environment regardless of a 

women’s health and experiences during pregnancy, affecting fetal development or even 

causing de novo epigenetic changes in the developing embryo that could mimic the 

epigenetic changes identified in the mother. One way this could happen is that maternal 

early life adversity might produce alterations in her egg cell cytoplasm (such as 

mitochondria, proteins, and RNA molecules) that, after conception, exerts an influence on 

the developing embryo or fetus (Buss et al., 2017). Another possibility is that increased 

placental concentrations of endocrine and immune stress mediators (caused by early life 

adversity in the mother) could cause alterations in the expression of miRNA and DNA 

methylation in the fetal brain, which could result in changes in fetal cell proliferation, 

neuronal differentiation, gliogenesis, availability of neurotrophic growth factors, cell 

survival, synaptogenesis, neurotransmitter levels, myelination, and adult neurogenesis (Buss 

et al., 2012, Babenko et al., 2015).

Supporting this latter hypothesis is evidence that adversity in early childhood produces long-

term alterations in endocrine and immune-inflammatory physiology, including greater 

hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis reactivity (Heim et al., 2003) and a greater pro-

inflammatory state (Danese et al., 2007). In a study of 295 pregnant women, 34% of whom 

were Latina, maternal exposure to childhood trauma was significantly associated with 

placental corticotrophin-releasing hormone production, controlling for sociodemographic, 

biophysical, obstetric, behavioral, and psychological factors in pregnancy (Moog et al., 

2016). Maternal preconception stress, but not current pregnancy stress, was positively 

associated with concentration of cortisol in maternal hair during pregnancy, exposure to 

emotional neglect during childhood showing the strongest effect. (Buss et al., 2016). 

Furthermore, higher maternal hair cortisol concentrations during pregnancy were associated 

with reduced neonatal brain white matter volume in that same study (Buss et al., 2016).

Cumulative Effects

The idea of intergenerational transmission suggests that insults to pregnant women or stress 

even earlier in life may have independent negative effects on future generations regardless of 

the experiences of those later generations. However, it is usually the case that situations of 

socio-economic deprivation, poverty, and violence are present across generations — perhaps 

even as a consequence of trans-generational transmission of characteristics that impede 

overcoming adversity. As such, the effects may be cumulative. Animal studies suggest that 

this is in fact, the case. In pregnant female rats of three successive generations exposed to 

prenatal stress, each additional generation of prenatal stress incrementally elevated HPA axis 

activation and increased anxiety-like and aversive behaviors in adult female offspring 

(McCreary et al., 2016b). Changes in brain signaling reflecting a simplification of network 

processing in multi-generationally prenatally stressed rats support the hypothesis that 

recurrent ancestral stress leads to adaptations in the brain that are different from those 
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caused by single-generation prenatal stress (Skelin et al., 2015). Stress across generations in 

rats also gradually reduced gestational length, maternal weight gain and behavioral activity, 

and increased blood glucose levels, with each successive generation (Yao et al., 2014). 

Human studies of cumulative intergenerational processes are needed, particularly ones 

examining biological mechanisms of transmission.

It also is important to note that DNA epigenetic changes are not immutable. In fact, initial 

studies in animals show that stress-elicited epigenetic changes can be reversed when an 

intervention provides a health-promoting environment. One study, for example, examined 

rats from three lineages; one with prenatal stress only in the F1 generation, one with 

compounding effects of multigenerational prenatal stress, and a non-stress control lineage. 

Reduced axonal density was observed in both stressed lineages and was associated with 

abnormal corticospinal tract morphology and fine motor movement. However, 

environmental enrichment for the F3 rats — in the form of increased social interactions and 

an enriched living space filled with multiple shelters and toys, providing social, physical and 

sensory stimulation — reduced these consequences (McCreary et al., 2016a). In another 

study, pre-conception stress altered offspring behavior, but this was ameliorated both by pre-

reproductive enrichment to the dam (including larger cages with running wheels, tunnels, 

climbing objects that were frequently alternated) and by post-weaning enrichment to the 

offspring (enriched in similar ways to the pre-reproductive period) (Leshem and Schulkin, 

2012). The possibility for reversing epigenetic changes contributing to poor health 

outcomes, or even inducing health-promoting changes through intervention, has important 

implications for policy, particularly when the consequences of not intervening are health-

threatening genetic and physiologic changes that accumulate across generations, as the 

evidence from animal studies suggests. While there is no direct evidence that epigenetic 

effects actually lead to the continuation of poverty in families, the findings in animal studies 

warrant further research in human cohorts to determine whether epigenetic changes may be 

a biological component of intergenerational transmission processes within a more complex 

model in humans including socio-economic and other contextual factors.

IV. What is Missing from Existing Human Studies on the Effects of 

Intergenerational Adversity?

Existing studies have been limited in their ability to test whether parents’ early childhood 

experiences independently affect the health and development of future offspring. To date, 

most studies and developmental theories involving biological processes have assumed that a 

child's own experiences of adversity (including in utero) are primarily influencing their 

future outcomes. Our review of epigenetic intergenerational transmission suggests that this 

lens is too narrow. In fact, intergenerational transmission of disadvantage through biological 

processes may extend to both previous generations and subsequent generations beyond the 

exposed child. Studies restricted to one generation cannot parse intergenerational cycling of 

disadvantage from that of a child's own experience of adversity. Studies that retrospectively 

collect childhood experiences from pregnant women or new parents inherently contain recall 

bias, an un-quantified, though potentially significant, limitation in previous studies (Reuben 

et al., 2016). In addition to multigenerational cohort studies with prospectively collected 
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data on biological and psychological factors, there are at least three important data elements 

that need to be included in multi-generational epigenetic studies to more rigorously test the 

intergenerational transmission hypothesis in humans.

Data on the offspring during the perinatal period

Data on factors in the perinatal environment are needed to differentiate the effects of the 

early childhood experiences of the mother from the gestational environment she provides to 

her child. To fully understand intergenerational epigenetic inheritance, the influence of 

intrauterine exposures and a shared postnatal environment on epigenetic effects has to be 

studied to enable a clear distinction between these exposures and the potential for 

intergenerational epigenetic inheritance.

Studies in minority and disadvantaged groups

Existing multi-generation cohort studies tend not to address disadvantaged and minority 

youth. This is a critical gap because minority populations are at greater risk for experiencing 

adversity. It remains to be determined whether the association between parental childhood 

adversity and negative offspring outcomes, identified primarily within non-disadvantaged 

populations, is perpetuated in a similar way among disadvantaged children. Associations 

between stress, biomarkers, and detrimental fetal/infant outcomes may be stronger when the 

risk factors like poverty and violence are more severe. For example, a meta-analysis found 

that the association between prenatal depression and low offspring birth weight was stronger 

in low- and middle-income countries than in high-income ones (Grote et al., 2010). Another 

study found that most (60%) of IQ variance among 7-y.o. twins living in poverty was 

accounted for by environmental effects with genes having virtually no influence. However, 

among affluent families, the influence of genes was the most important with almost no 

environment effect (Turkheimer et al., 2003). Given these findings, cohort studies examining 

epigenetic intergenerational transmission should include a substantial sample of 

disadvantaged families, and future human research on intergenerational epigenetic 

transmission should examine variations in the level and timing (e.g. childhood vs. 

adulthood) of risk exposure.

Data on early brain development

The earliest stages of neural development are the foundation of future growth and 

development that will impact a wide range of outcomes from cognitive abilities and 

educational success to self-regulation, social competence, and mental and physical health 

outcomes later in life. New, intergenerational cohort studies that include imaging of newborn 

functional and structural connectivity in the brain may help to understand whether, and how, 

parental epigenetic marks influence health and disease susceptibility in offspring (van 

Otterdijk and Michels, 2016).

We conducted a PubMed search to identify existing cohorts that have tested or have the 

potential to test the intergenerational transmission hypothesis. The inclusion criteria were as 

follows: the original child generation assessed before the age of 18; offspring assessed at 

least once before the age of 18; parental childhood and offspring assessments include a 

developmental, cognitive, emotional or behavioral measure; a community or school sample 
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(not solely a clinic-based sample); not a register-based sample; sample size for original 

generation >200, and first assessment conducted after the 1970s. Combinations of the 

following terms were used: cohort, intergeneration, transmission, mental health, mood, 

cognition, emotion, and development. Eleven cohorts were identified. These studies are 

listed in Figure 2.

These studies include a predominance of White race/ethnicity samples (in 7 out of the 10 

cohorts parents were > 80% whites). Existing studies’ school-based designs also reflect a 

selective sampling process that often excludes the most disadvantaged individuals who may 

not attend school. Additionally, none of the identified studies have collected information on 

early brain development, with the exception of the two discussed below. While the studies 

listed in Table 2 are valuable for expanding our understanding of intergenerational 

transmission of disadvantage in humans, research designs that incorporate the design 

elements described above are needed to more precisely study epigenetic intergenerational 

transmission in humans.

V. Intergenerational Transmission in Humans: The ECHO Opportunity

As the science of epigenetics in animal models is rapidly progressing, the time is now right 

to translate findings on intergenerational transmission into human studies with the potential 

to lead toward intervention models and public policy initiatives. The Environmental 

Influences on Children’s Health Outcomes (ECHO) study is a 7-year research initiative by 

the US National Institutes of Health aiming to increase understanding of the effects of 

environmental exposures on child health and development. ECHO leverages 84 existing 
cohorts, approximately 50,000 children, to prospectively investigate the role of early life 

exposures and underlying biological mechanisms in childhood health and disease. We 

highlight two cohort studies within ECHO (Figure 2, ccohorts 12 and 13) that contain the 

design study design features described above, providing a unique opportunity to test the 

intergenerational transmission of disadvantage hypothesis in humans, including on a 

molecular level using epigenetic analysis. These study designs can inform the development 

other research studies that aim to contribute to this line of research.

ECHO-Boricua Youth Study (ECHO-BYS)

A well-established population-based study of Puerto Rican youth, ECHO-BYS seeks to 

understand the lived experiences of Puerto Ricans in the US and Puerto Rico. The study first 

launched in 2001 and originally enrolled about 2,500 children between the ages of 5 and 13 

in two sites: the South Bronx, NY, and San Juan, PR. Now in its fourth wave, the study is 

currently collecting data on G2, the children of the original child participants. Of the sample, 

66% of families live below the Federal Poverty Level, and their experiences of neglect, 

physical and emotional abuse are four times higher than a nationally representative sample 

of adolescents. Latinos are one of the largest and most rapidly growing disadvantaged 

minority group in the United States (Davidson and Smith, 2015, Bureau, 2013). Among all 

Latino subgroups, Puerto Ricans are at higher risk for a range of negative mental and 

physical health outcomes (Alegria et al., 2006, Baca-Garcia et al., 2011, Daviglus et al., 

2012), as well as for key psychosocial adjustment indicators (Treschan, 2010). ECHO-BYS 
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includes prospective collection of childhood data in G1 parents from early in life, avoiding 

recall bias. In addition, prenatal risk factors are captured, controlling for gestational 

exposure to adversity. Data are available from three generations with rich indicators of 

multiple stressors and factors of disadvantage. Finally, ECHO-BYS includes the collection 

of fetal/infant behavioral assessments, blood and saliva samples for epigenetic analysis, and 

MRI on newborns to examine functional and structural connectivity (Posner et al., 2016).

ECHO- Pittsburgh Girls Study (PGS)

Another component study within ECHO, the PGS is a longitudinal, urban, population-based 

study of 2,450 girls over-sampled from disadvantaged neighborhoods, with 33% of sample 

households living in poverty (Hipwell et al., 2002, Keenan et al., 2010). Similar to BYS, the 

PGS precludes recall bias by prospective collection of childhood data in F1 parents from 

early childhood onwards. Several PGS sub-studies have now collected peri/postpartum data 

on F1, which include measures of the gestational environment and prenatal health behaviors, 

as well as early childhood data on F2, including MRI assessments to investigate early brain 

development. Particular strengths of the PGS include: a) multiple, annual assessments 

allowing detailed examination of the timing and duration of environmental exposures and 

patterns of developmental change (Seventeen consecutive annual assessments have been 

completed to date spanning G1 ages 5–8 years through 21–24 years). b) high sample 

retention (mean retention over 16 years is 89.5%, and 86.1% of the original sample 

(N=2,109) was interviewed in the last wave) and therefore good representation of the 

original population; c) approximately equal representation of African American and 

Caucasian participants; and d) measurement of broad domains of stress and disadvantage 

within family, peer, school and neighborhood contexts that can contribute to knowledge on 

the specificity of exposure effects.

The study designs of these two cohorts, within the sample of approximately 50,000 children 

in the ECHO initiative, the other cohorts of which have at least some of the same study 

design features, can be leveraged to understand specific epigenetic mechanisms. The sample 

size will allow for epigenome-wide analyses with the potential for more exploratory 

mechanistic analyses, the examination of specific CpG sites, and targeted gene and 

mechanism-specific investigations. While these two cohorts of the ECHO initiative illustrate 

the methodological elements that we highlight in this review as important for testing the 

epigenetic intergenerational transmission of disadvantage, other cohort studies also include a 

number of these study design features and can also contribute significantly. Studies that have 

repeated measures of DNA methylation and brain imaging, if extended to future generations, 

will also be an important advance in understanding epigenetic processes in the 

intergenerational transmission of factors related to disadvantage.

V. Conclusion

Current research from animal studies provides plausible epigenetic mechanisms by which 

stress associated with socioeconomic disadvantage could affect future generations, 

independent of and in interaction with those future generations’ life experiences. 

Longitudinal studies are now needed to further explore these mechanisms in humans. Such 
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studies should nest analysis of epigenetic processes within a model that considers the 

complexity of human social conditions. Studies that isolate epigenetic mechanisms without 

considering social disadvantage run the risk of arriving at reductionist conclusions that 

overstate the causal role of epigenetics in the reproduction of poverty.

By describing epigenetics as a potential mechanism in the intergenerational transmission of 

poverty, we do not mean to imply that epigenetic changes alone, or even primarily, cause the 

intergenerational continuity of disadvantage. Rather, being able to identify a biological 

component of the complex, interwoven set of mechanisms may be another step toward an 

integrated understanding of these processes, allowing interventions to target and be 

measured at multiple levels— biological, psychological, behavioral.

Even though this review focuses on the possible role of epigenetic mechanisms in human 

cycles of socioeconomic disadvantage, we recognize that these mechanisms act in the 

context of socio-economic factors that cause families to remain in poverty, e.g. 

discrimination, economic conditions, educational and occupational opportunities, regional 

conditions, family and community resources. As such, epigenetic mechanisms must be 

considered not separately but rather in concert with this complex set of causal factors. 

Research in humans will need to determine the relative contributions and interaction/

mediation of epigenetic effects and social, economic, and cultural factors, and that such 

considerations should be included in the design of human cohort studies and analyses of data 

from such studies.

Public health implications of intergenerational transmission of social disadvantage are 

enormous for the individual child and for society at large. Scientific findings from animal 

studies suggest that epigenetic intergenerational transmission could be a biological 

component of the complex set of social and biological processes involved in the 

reproduction of disadvantage across generations. Yet evidence in humans is lacking. 

Intergenerational cohort studies in disadvantaged groups that include key design features 

illustrated by ECHO-BYS and ECHO-PGS are crucial for elucidating epigenetic processes 

and leading toward integrated targets and measures for interventions meant to break the 

cycle of disadvantage for generations to come.
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Key Points

• Socioeconomic disadvantage is reproduced across generations. Biological 

factors in utero, including maternal and offspring atypical HPA axis 

regulation, contribute to intergenerational transmission of socioeconomic 

disadvantage.

• Research from animal models and some human studies suggests epigenetic 

mechanisms by which stress associated with socioeconomic disadvantage 

could affect future generations, independent of and in interaction with those 

future generations’ life experiences.

• Evidence in humans is lacking. Current longitudinal studies in humans 

illustrate key research design features to test the intergenerational biological 

transmission of disadvantage.

• Research in humans should examine epigenetics within context of socio-

economic factors that cause families to remain in poverty, e.g. discrimination, 

economic conditions, educational and occupational opportunities, regional 

conditions, family and community resources.
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Figure 1. 
Model of Intergenerational Transmission of Disadvantage: Parents’ Childhood as the First 

Exposure

*Epigenetic marks in egg/sperm in children affected by environmental stress are transmitted 

to their children (cross-generational effects), to their grandchildren (multigenerational 

effects), and to their great-grandchildren (transgenerational effects).
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Figure 2. 
Studies on Intergenerational Transmission with Prospective Information on Parents when 18 

or Younger and Offspring’s Childhood

*Studies identified since 1970 that assessed parents as children and later assessed their 

offspring in childhood using psychosocial/cognitive/emotional measures, a community or 

school sample of at least 200.
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